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Track 2 Topics

Simulations (3)

Reconstruction (2)

Geometries (0.5)

Data Quality & Code Validation (0.5)

Visualization (1)  
(# sessions)  

44 talks, 16 posters (of 27 approved)  
 
Apologies in advance to those I've not included here:  
simulation model improvements & containers, status reports, 
miscellaneous ROOT and geometry tools, late posters, ...
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Oh Those Sluggish Simulations!

More than half of CPU resources spent on simulations!
Example: 85% for LHCb; 53% of that is calorimeters

Pile-up (HL-LHC era) is exacerbating the problem
Many approaches are being tried beyond physics shortcuts 
like partial events or simplified detectors...  
...Let's take a look...
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Approaches: Faster Simulators

Parameterized simulation functions such as 
G4VFastSimulationModel and GeantV "alias"  
(instead of roll-the-dice accept/reject):

LHCb {B. Siddi}

ATLAS: x10-25 speedup over Geant4 {J. Schaarschmidt}

PROFESSOR package has improved its tuning capabilities 
for parametric proxies {H. Schulz}
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Approaches: Faster Simulators

Libraries of pre-simulated data:
ATLAS pre-digitized MC+MC pile-up hits {T. Novak}

Geant4 simulations with factored dependencies for LHCb: 
calo showers binned by (E,𝛳), then transformed for (𝜙,x,y); 
speed gains expected to be ~1/2 an 
order of magnitude {M. Rama}

Generative Models (GAN):
LHCb {V. Chekalina} and CERN OpenLab  
{S. Vallecorsa} x2500 on CPU, and additional  
x175 on GPU over CPU, but agreement  
only at the % level after long training
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Approaches: Parallelization

Multi-threading:
Geant4 EM package {V. Ivanchenko}

JUNO [SNiPER] {T. Lin}

LHCb [Gaussino] {D. Muller}

ALICE [FairRoot & O2 use of Geant4 VMC] {I. Hrivnacova}

Vectorization, including "Basket"-izing common calculations:
GeantV {A. Gheata}, EM package {M. Bandieramonte}, aim for 
speed gains of x2 by end-of-year release

"...not the factor of x100 our field is looking for"

CMS using VecGeom {K. Pedro}
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Approaches: Parallelization

Multi-processor (job-splitting into smaller tasks):
JUNO's photons each get a GPU [Opticks] {S. Blyth}

ALFA can split particle transport, I/O, and 
even sub-split event generation {S. Wenzel}

Memory catastrophe avoided by 
Copy-on-Write late-forking
Opportunistic & elastic resource use
HPC-ready! (smaller footprints)
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Speeding Up Reconstruction

CTA vectorizing for image reco {T.  Vuillaume}

NA62 optimizing calibration & reco workflows {P. Laycock}

GlueX's JANA2 reco package going MT {D. Lawrence}

CMS thinking about all the topics I mentioned previously for 
simulations {L. Perrozzi} also for Run 3 HLT [mkfit] {M. Tadel} 
and for HL-LHC reco {V. Krutelyov}

"Tracker design decisions should consider both the detector hardware 
cost and the track reconstruction costs"

CMS attacking serialization & compression I/O bottlenecks 
for MT (in simu+reco+analysis) leveraging new ROOT MT 
features + custom efforts {C. Jones}
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Tracking Strategies

My take:  our field has developed a rich toolbox!

PANDA:  CA + pattern matching NN finders [DyTER]  
{M. Papenbrock}

R3B:  fitting directionality through a non-uniform B field 
(using RK) based on hit patterns {D. Kresan}

COMET:  multi-turn fitting for overlapping turns' hits {Z. Yao}

Belle II:
Multiple finder algorithms: CA in different detectors + 
Legendre transforms + merging + extending {T. Hauth}

Kalman fits for multiple species' assumptions {S. Spataro}

My take:  they're throwing nearly the whole toolbox at it!
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Geometries

DD4hep giving their attention to machinery for usage in 
calibrations {M. Frank}

My take:  could there be a common interval-of-validity 
framework for caching conditions & calibrations?

VecGeom continuing to find things to vectorize {M. Gheata}

Complex multi-faceted (tessellated) solids: x10 over G4
Flat multi-volume trees for vectorized searches
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Data Quality & Code Validation

CMS & ATLAS developments focused on ensuring robust MT 
operation {M.A. Schneider, P. Onyisi, G. Cerminara}

LHCb stepping up simulation validation {D. Popov}

Becoming "big data" as a historical dataset/database 
[CMS: 4.1 TB!]  
(long term storage? cleanup?)
My take:  automation has been tried for a decade (and newer 
gadgetry like ML have come along), but is not completely replacing 
the humans; serves as a guide
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Valuing Visualizations

High value for...
Researchers & developers:  design studies, geometry & 
simulations R&D, reconstruction debugging, event displays

How many conference (CHEP) presentations used one?
New, fun challenges & skills (gaming engines)
Outreach and perceptions of our field

Growing importance for funding & public relations
Significant ties to diversity topic;  not niche
This year's CHEP:  track session, birds-of-a-feather 
session, associated public event (Universal Science)

My take:  there is interest as a plenary topic at next CHEP
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Vivid Visualizations         .

Coming alive!
ALICE animating event displays {J. Myrcha}

Belle2VR, extended for outreach {L. Piilonen, M. Bender}

ATLASRift:  outreach-focused VR {C. Adam Boudarios}

New levels of usability (ATLAS)

VP𝟏Light:  adding input formats, shedding dependency 
baggage {S.A. Merkt}

Open Data+Key:  breaking boundaries to let in new fingers 
{A. Sanchez Paneda}

Two HEP degree 
theses enabled!
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Track 2 Assistance

Co-conveners (*Chairs):  Heather Gray,  Lucia Grillo*,  
Daniel Elvira*
Note-takers (*Juniors):  Ben Couturier, Markus Frank,  
Andrei Gheata, Kevin Pedro*, Dmitry Popov*
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Thank you!


